
  

TRYOUT PACKET: ROUND I 

  

Thank you for your interest the Harvard Mock Trial Association! We look forward to observing your Round I 

Tryout and getting to know you better. Do not worry if you have never done mock trial before—many of our 

team members had no mock trial experience before joining the team (including me)!  

  

This packet contains all the information you’ll need to prepare for Round I. Inside, you’ll find step-by-step 

instructions regarding Round I sign-ups, information about available resources as you prepare, and the 

material from which you’ll need to work. We strongly recommend that you do not bring notes to your Round I 

Tryout.  

  

If you have questions, don’t hesitate to text Maison Jobe at (218) 838-0522 or email at 

maison_jobe@college.harvard.edu.  

  

First steps: Signing UP  
  

STEP 1: Visit harvardmocktrial.org/join and Complete the Preliminary Tryout Form   
  

On our website, you’ll find our Preliminary Tryout Form, Round I sign-ups, and the HMTA  

Application. You must complete the Preliminary Tryout Form before signing up for a Round I Tryout slot. This 

form puts you on our radar and helps us keep track of you as you move throughout the Tryout process. It asks 

only for basic biographical data, and should take no more than 3 minutes to complete.   

  

STEP 2: Book a Round I Tryout  
  

After you’ve completed the Preliminary Tryout Form, use this Doodle Poll to book a Round I Tryout slot. Round 

I Tryouts will begin at 4 pm on Monday, September 9th. Whenever possible, please book the earliest available 

slot. If you experience any difficulties, have an unavoidable conflict, or have any questions, please text Maison 

Jobe at (218) 838-0522 or email maison_jobe@ college.harvard.edu.  

 

STEP 3: Complete the HMTA Application — Due by noon on September 9th  
  

The HMTA Application, accessible on our website, is due to Maison Jobe via email  

(maison_jobe@college.harvard.edu) by noon on Monday, September 9th  with the file name 

“LastName_FirstName_HMTA” and its respective extension (.pdf, .docx., etc.) If you have any questions or 



encounter technical difficulties as you complete this application, do not hesitate to reach out to Maison Jobe 

at (218) 838-0522 or email maison_jobe@college.harvard.edu.  

  

STEP 4: Prepare for Round I  
  

Everything you need to prepare for Round I can be found within this Tryout Packet. Be sure to read it 

attentively. Round I consists of three components: the Witness, Speech, and Extemporaneous portions. Each is 

described below.   

  

STEP 5: Attend Your Round I Tryout  
  

Please arrive at your Round I Tryout no later than 15 minutes prior to your scheduled time. We apologize in 

advance if we are running 5-10 minutes late. Remember, you must have submitted your HMTA Application to 

maison_jobe@college.harvard.edu by noon on Monday, September 9th.  

  

In the Witness portion, you will assume the role of one of two witnesses: A.J McClellan or Dr. Miller McCoy.  

You will learn that witness’s affidavit (a written statement of facts, sworn to under oath), and prepare  to 

testify as that witness on Direct Examination. In the Speech portion, you will deliver a 2-3 minute prepared 

speech about a subject of your choosing, with only one limitation: the speech cannot be related to the law or 

Mock Trial. And finally, in the Extemporaneous portion, you will be asked to speak on the spot for sixty 

seconds, answering a question of our choosing.  

  

THE TRYOUT ITSELF  
  

Part 1: Portray a Witness   
  

In the witness portion of your Tryout, you will play the role of either A.J. McClellan (Plaintiff Character 

Witness) or Dr. Miller McCoy (Defense Expert) in a 10-question direct examination. In this part of your tryout, 

you’ll be bound by the facts that are included in the witness’s affidavit—a written statement of facts sworn to 

under oath. These affidavits are included below.  

  

This portion of the tryout is a chance to be creative and highlight your speaking and acting abilities. Those 

seeking to portray a “character” witness—one that looks, sounds, and behaves like someone you could meet 

on the street, in the post office, or in your neighborhood—are encouraged to choose A.J. McClellan. Those 

interested in portraying more of an expert—someone with specialized knowledge—are encouraged to choose 

Dr. Miller McCoy. The choice is entirely up to you!  

  

Once you’ve selected which witness to portray, prepare answers to the ten questions listed below. In your 

tryout, a member of our program will stand as they would in court, and direct examine you using these 

questions. Please develop your own answers to these questions based on the character/personality you have 

developed for McClellan or McCoy (even experts have styles and personalities). Under no circumstances 
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should you simply recite the suggested answers include in this packet. Each answer, excluding your name, 

should be roughly two to three lines, and should demonstrate your command of the material included in the 

witness’s affidavit.   

  

For those playing A.J. McClellan, this is your chance to highlight your creative and performance ability. Accents 

and costumes are highly encouraged. As for McCoy, be sure to enact the persona of an expert of primatology, 

but your witness must have a story as well! Expert or character, all witnesses must come off as three-

dimensional people. We’re looking for candidates that can transform a 10-page affidavit into a real person.   

  

Part 2: Deliver an Argumentative Speech  
  

In the speech portion of your tryout, you will deliver a 2-3 minute argumentative speech on any topic 

excluding mock trial. In the past, successful candidates have delivered everything from graduation speeches to 

colorful explanations of the merits of hamburgers over hot dogs. You may not deliver an old mock trial 

statement, and we strong discourage other law-related topics. You may, however, feel free to deliver 

speeches written by others—be they friends or famous people. We are evaluating your public speaking ability, 

particularly in the persuasive context. Please avoid monologues or clips from movies. Feel free, however, to 

make full use of purposeful movement, gestures, and varied voice intonation—anything that will improve the 

persuasive nature of your speech.   

  

Part 3: Extemporaneous Speech   
  

In the extemporaneous portion of your tryout, you will deliver a 1-minute speech on a topic of our choosing. 

We’ll ask you a question that will require you to advocate for a position, and give you 1minute to prepare an 

argument. You’ll have one minute to make your case. As with your prepared speech, we’ll be evaluating your 

public speaking ability.   

  

You will be notified via email whether or not you will be advancing to the second round and sent the 

necessary information for the second round of tryouts. The same process will apply for those advancing to the 

third round. If you have any questions or comments, don’t hesitate to reach out to 

maison_jobe@college.harvard.edu.  

  

We are looking forward to helping you succeed and are here to help! Good luck! We cannot wait to see you in 

Round I.  

  

Good Luck!  

Maison Jobe  

2019 Community Director  

 

 

  



Witness Materials  
  

Both witnesses are real, collegiate witnesses from the 2018 case, MTS v. Danny Kosack. This case is a civil case, 

in which the Defendant, Danny Kosack, was sued for negligence by the Plaintiff, Midlands Television Studio. 

Danny Kosack pursued a countersuit for negligence.  

  

Summary of the Known Facts   
  

In June of 2017, Midlands Television Studio (MTS) invited animal trainer Danny Kosack and chimpanzee Elias 

on their late night talk show, Midlands After Dark with Alex Grace. Kosack sent show host and MTS 

representative Alex Grace a list of seventeen safety guidelines and promised that Elias would be fully trained 

on the day of the performance. On June 29, 2017, Kosack and Elias arrived on set.  

 

Not long after the rehearsal began, Kosack left Elias and Alex Grace alone on the stage to perform a new 

trick. Elias entered a startle reaction, attacking and killing MTS writer Chris Villafana.  

 
 

AJ McClellan Direct Examination Questions   
  

1. Could you please introduce yourself to the Court?  

Hi, my name is A.J. McClellan.   

2. Mr./Ms. McClellan, how long have you lived in Midlands?  

(This is a chance for you to play up on your character/background)  

3. I’d like to ask you about what you saw at MTS on June 29. How did the day start?  

I arrived around 11:30 am…  

4. How did MTS seem to prepare for the chimpanzee’s performance?  

I received some safety guidelines…  

5. How did the rehearsal start?  

It started pretty normally…  

6. You mentioned Kosack left the stage. What happened next?  

The chimp started screaming…  

7. What did Danny Kosack do?  

Nothing…  

8. What happened next? 

The chimp attacked Chris…  

9. What did you do?  

I left…  



10. Mr./Ms. McClellan, you mentioned earlier that you read Kosack’s safety guidelines. Did you know what 

to do if the chimpanzee attacked?  

No, I didn’t know because…  

  
Dr. Miller McCoy Direct Examination Questions   
  

1. Could you please introduce yourself to the Court?  

Hello! My name is…  

2. What do you do for a living?  

I’m a professor at…  

3. What is your training and educational background?  

I received a dual master’s degree from…  

4. How are you involved in today’s case?  

I reached out to… 

5. What materials did you review?  

I reviewed the statements of…  

6. According to the materials you reviewed, what happened on June 29, 2017? 

Elias the chimpanzee…  

7. What is a startle reaction? 

A chimp becomes agitated… 

8. What might cause an attack?  

The attack can be triggered by…  

9. You mentioned an external stimulus. What were some stimuli you identified as possible triggers?  

MTS broke guidelines…  

10.  Which  of these guidelines may have caused the attack? 

First, the presence of food…
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AFFIDAVIT OF A.J. MCCLELLAN 

After being duly sworn upon oath, A.J. McClellan hereby states as follows: I am over 18 years 1 

old and competent to make this affidavit. I am testifying voluntarily and was not subpoenaed or 2 

compelled to testify.  3 

My legal name is A.J. McClellan, but I’m better known by my stage name Avery Anderson. I’ve 4 

performed on stage and screen in supporting and leading roles throughout my career. I consider myself 5 

the luckiest person in the world because I’ve always had so many talents. Of course, I’ve worked very 6 

hard to get where I am. I’ve read about how people say my big break was signing with the same agent as 7 

Alex Grace, but I know my career was going to take off with any agent.  8 

On June 29, 2017, I was scheduled to appear on Midlands After Dark with Alex Grace. It would 9 

have been my third time on the show. Since we have the same agent, it was easy for me to get booked on 10 

Alex’s show. And Alex and I got along really well. Since Alex’s show was one of the most watched 11 

shows in Midlands, the exposure was very valuable to me. Whenever I was on Alex’s show, I would 12 

promote my most recent release. That was true in June of 2017. I heard friends in the business complain 13 

that Alex wouldn’t book them more than once, but that was never a problem for me. I’m sure they think 14 

our agent was forcing Alex to have me on the show, but I know it was because I was always reinventing 15 

myself and would always bring something new to the show.  16 

I was slated to be the first guest that night. They always wanted the biggest name to be the first 17 

guest. If memory serves, there was a band also scheduled as well as Danny Kosack’s animal act. I’ve 18 

been on sets with Danny two or three times before that day. Danny has always been nothing but 19 

professional. In my experience, when there are animals on set, the studio takes extra precautions. Usually, 20 

everyone in the building has to read a page of safety guidelines, and the studio controls who is on set 21 

during rehearsal and the shoot.  The shoot on June 29, 2017 was the same as any other shoot with an 22 

animal on set that I had experienced. Jameson Clark, who handled the booking for Alex’s show, sent me a 23 

page of guidelines via email prior to the show. There were fifteen requirements listed in the document that 24 

Jameson sent. I read it over in less than a minute when it was sent to me, but I did not print it or bring it 25 

with me to the set. But I definitely remember that a copy of the guidelines was printed and waiting for me 26 

in my dressing room when I arrived that morning.   27 

Someone of my stature and experience would almost never bother attending a rehearsal. This is 28 

especially true for a show that I’ve been on multiple times before. For the June 29, 2017 show, I did have 29 

a slightly different experience than past shows with Alex. In the past, Jameson handled all of the official 30 

communication about the shoot. Jameson would work out the logistics with my agent, and my agent 31 

would tell me the details I needed to know. Alex and I would often send each other text messages 32 
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separately, since we’re such good friends. Alex would often share a couple ideas of funny or interesting 33 

topics for us to talk about during my segment. But for that show in June, I never spoke or received any 34 

text messages from Alex. Instead, I received a text from Chris Villafana on June 28, 2017. I’m sure Chris 35 

got my cell phone number from Alex, since that number is a well-guarded secret.  36 

   In those text messages. Chris explained that Chris was a writer for Alex’s show. Chris seemed 37 

interested in me staying on set after my interview to sit next to Danny Kosack and Elias. Chris didn’t 38 

really say what Chris had in mind, but I’m always willing to listen to an idea that could get me more 39 

exposure. In this case, I could have spent more time on screen during the show, so I agreed to come to the 40 

rehearsal.   41 

   On the morning of June 29, 2017, I left my condo in downtown Midlands around 11:00 a.m. and 42 

arrived at the Midlands Television Studios around 11:30 a.m. At first, everything seemed perfectly 43 

normal. I dropped my bags off in my dressing room and unpacked a few things. Around 12:00 p.m., I left 44 

the dressing room and went to see what craft services had for lunch. The selection was dreadful. I clearly 45 

remember chicken wings being there. Who would want to have grease and wing sauce all over their hands 46 

and face while they’re on TV? You won’t be surprised to learn that those poor band members were 47 

stuffing their pockets full of everything at the buffet. I decided to return to my dressing room and send a 48 

message to my agent to bring me a prasini salad. My agent was planning on arriving just after the 49 

rehearsal.  50 

While I was sending that message, someone entered my room. I learned this person was Chris 51 

Villafana. Chris and I talked for a few minutes. I told Chris that I was appalled by the craft services and 52 

that my agent was bringing me a prasini salad after rehearsal. Chris acted like Chris had made all of the 53 

food and I had personally offended Chris. Chris told me that I really should have some chicken wings. 54 

Chris said that the chicken wings were from Kenny’s Japanese Strong Style Wings—which Chris said 55 

was the only restaurant in Midlands to get seven-star ratings from the famous food critics Ripley Raja and 56 

Dave Borello—and that I was making a big mistake by not trying them. I didn’t really understand why 57 

Chris cared so much about chicken wings. After a couple of minutes of Chris talking about how great 58 

craft services is, I cut Chris off to ask about what Chris had in mind for me and the chimp. Chris seemed 59 

surprised by my question. Chris responded, “Oh, nothing specific I guess. Kosack didn’t say what the 60 

chimp would be doing. Just be ready to jump into the action and make some great television!” After that, 61 

Chris left.  62 

A few minutes later, Alex knocked on my door. I let Alex in and the two of us talked for quite a 63 

while. Mostly we were just catching up and sharing gossip. Though, I was surprised to see Alex so 64 

energetic so early in the day. Alex is definitely a night person, so Alex tends to be zombie-like throughout 65 
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the day. But Alex looked to be well-rested that day. In fact, I wouldn’t have been surprised if Alex had 66 

slept in a bit that day since I could still smell the toothpaste on Alex’s breath. The only other reason I 67 

could imagine Alex being so energetic was because Alex was planning something for the rehearsal. Alex 68 

loved doing something unexpected during rehearsals and tapings, and the more unexpected, the more 69 

excited Alex would get ahead of time.  70 

At one point during my chat with Alex, I asked Alex about Elias the chimp. I told Alex that I had 71 

come to the rehearsal because Chris thought I should be a part of the segment as well. Alex seemed really 72 

annoyed. I guess Chris hadn’t talked to Alex about me doing more than my segment. Alex said that this 73 

wasn’t the first time the writers tried to make creative decisions without Alex’s involvement. Alex 74 

apologized for putting me in the middle, and said, “they should know better than this. The guidelines 75 

clearly say that we can’t have extra people on set. What a bad idea!” I was disappointed. I think Alex 76 

could read my expression and said, “Hang out with the writers during rehearsal. If the chimp seems up to 77 

it, then we can bring you out.” Alex also explained that we wouldn’t have to rehearse my segment. I 78 

agreed that a rehearsal would just be a waste of time for two experienced stars like me and Alex. Just then 79 

an intern, Cory Beery, came into the room and told Alex it was time to start rehearsal. Alex left, and I 80 

changed my clothes quickly before going on set to find the writers.  81 

On my way to the set, I passed by Danny Kosack’s dressing room (Danny’s name was on the 82 

door). The door was open, and the room was empty. I also passed by the green room. The door to the 83 

green room was closed. Inside, Elias the chimp was screaming loudly, but I thought I could make out a 84 

voice through the noise. I stopped to listen. I think whoever was talking was on a call. It was a little hard 85 

to hear every word through the noise and the closed door. But I heard whoever was on the call say, “As 86 

you can hear, Elias is grumpy today. I know I could have told them that. I’m not sure I want him to calm 87 

down. Elias needs to be entertaining tonight. And I want Grace and the audience to be surprised. We need 88 

this. Without the exposure from this appearance, we’re done.” I didn’t know what to make of that, and 89 

people were rushing to get the rehearsal. So I just continued towards the set. I heard Danny’s voice later 90 

that day, and I’m very confident it was the same voice that I heard through the door. But I can’t be 91 

completely sure.  92 

I don’t recall what time the rehearsal started. When I entered the set, Alex was going through part 93 

of Alex’s monologue. The jokes were your standard monologue stuff about the President and other 94 

current events. I saw a group of three writers standing next to one of the cameras, and I went and stood 95 

with them. Chris was the only writer I knew. The only other people I saw on set were Alex and another 96 

crew member who was working on the lighting. I never spoke to anyone before walking on set, and there 97 
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were no safety checks that I saw. In fact, I didn’t see or talk to anyone as I walked between my room and 98 

the set.  99 

After going through a few jokes and chatting with the writers, including Chris, Alex introduced 100 

Danny Kosack to begin rehearsal of Danny’s segment. Danny entered stage right. Elias the chimp was 101 

walking next to Danny while holding Danny’s hand. Danny and Elias sat down in the guest chairs by 102 

Alex’s desk. Elias sat in the chair closer to Alex, and Danny sat in the chair farther away from Alex. 103 

Those were the only two chairs near Alex’s desk, so I knew right away there was going to be a problem if 104 

Elias had to sit in a chair. There wouldn’t be enough chairs for Danny, Elias, and me! I said something to 105 

the writers about the chair shortage, but they told me it was going to be fine. I later understood what they 106 

meant by that.  107 

After a few minutes of Danny and Alex talking, Danny stood up and explained that Elias was so 108 

famous that he no longer needed his trainer for interviews. This was all clearly part of Danny’s act. It 109 

seemed that Elias’ new trick was to be interviewed by Alex without Danny sitting next to him. Now I 110 

understood what the writers meant. Danny then walked towards the group I was standing with. Danny 111 

stood a few feet away from us, closer to the wall. Danny was in the chimp’s line of sight, but I did think it 112 

was odd that a group of us were now closer to the chimp than Danny was.  113 

After a minute or two, Elias started to look agitated. Elias was standing in his chair and was 114 

looking towards the writers and me. He started to make some noise and began to look more and more 115 

upset. At that point I turned to the writers and said that I really doubted that it made sense for me to be out 116 

there. One of the writers looked at the chimp, turned to Chris, smiled, and said, “Those chicken wings—117 

the best in Midlands like you said.” I didn’t know what they were talking about, and I didn’t have a 118 

chance to find out either. Maybe they had eaten chicken wings, 126 119 

 but I didn’t smell wings on them or see any remnants of wings.  120 

I kept waiting for Kosack to do something, but Kosack just stood by the wall making gestures 121 

with Kosack’s hands. I looked at Alex, and Alex seemed happy about Elias being so agitated. Then Alex 122 

reached towards Elias. I can’t tell what Alex was trying to do. Alex might have been trying to calm Elias 123 

down, but I’m not sure. I know some people think Alex was trying to mess with Elias’ hair the way Alex 124 

is known to mess with famous guests’ hair, but I don’t believe that. I believe Alex took safety seriously 125 

and wouldn’t make a serious situation more dangerous. And Danny was certainly not telling Alex to stop. 126 

But I definitely saw Alex’s hand reach out towards Elias. That’s when Elias jumped off the chair and 127 

charged right at Chris.  128 

The group I was standing with was maybe 15 feet away from Elias until Elias charged right at us. 129 

I was closest to the door and left the set immediately. At least one other writer came behind me before the 130 
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door closed. The door has a small rectangular window on it. Through that window I could only see a little 131 

bit of what happened next. But from what I could see and all of the screams I knew it was very bad. It 132 

looked like Elias was on top of Chris and was attacking Chris’ head and neck. Then I saw Elias run across 133 

the set and out of sight. I never saw Elias again.  134 

I pass out at the sight of blood, so I knew I would be no help for Chris. Instead I returned to my 135 

dressing room and called my agent to explain what happened. I waited at the set until after the police and 136 

animal control had everything under control. I spoke to the police and told them everything I’ve included 137 

in here.   138 

It’s really sad that Alex’s show has been canceled because of all this. Not only has Alex’s career 139 

possibly been ruined, but now I have a much harder time getting exposure in Midlands. 140 

I am familiar with the following exhibits in this case:  141 

Exhibit 1 is a fair and accurate copy of a blueprint of the Midlands After Dark with Alex Grace 142 

set, depicting how the set looked on June 29, 2017. All of the labels on the blueprint are accurate. 143 

Exhibit 4 is a photograph of Chris Villafana. That’s similar to how Chris looked like on June 29, 144 

2017.  145 

Exhibit 11 is a fair and accurate copy of the email exchange I had with Jameson Clark prior to the 146 

June 29, 2017 show. Exhibit 23 was the attachment Jameson sent, which I read when I received it from 147 

Jameson. There was also a printed copy of Exhibit 23 already in my dressing room when I arrived on June 148 

29, 2017. Though, I don’t know who placed it in my dressing room.  149 

Exhibit 12 is a fair and accurate screenshot of the text messages I exchanged with Chris Villafana 150 

on June 28, 2017. I personally took the screenshot and provided both sides with a copy.  151 

Exhibit 14 is an article discussing how to deal with live animals on a show set. Every director and 152 

producer friend I have swears by this article. I’ve read it once or twice, and it matches up with the best 153 

practices with how to deal with live animals on set.  154 

Exhibit 15 is a fair and accurate copy of the June 29, 2017 taping schedule. I found a copy it in 155 

my dressing room. It reflects the schedule for that day, until Chris was attacked.  156 

Exhibit 16 is a notice that says, “Warning: Live Animal on Set.” I remember seeing that sign 157 

posted on the door leading to the studio. I am not familiar with any of the other exhibits in this case. 158 

 I swear or affirm the truthfulness of everything stated in this affidavit. Before giving this 159 

statement, I was told I should include everything that I know may be relevant to my testimony, and I 160 

followed those instructions. I know that I can and must update this affidavit if anything new occurs to me 161 

until the moment before opening statements begin in this case.  162 

  163 
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Signed:  164 

A.J. McClellan 165 

Duly Subscribed and Sworn By Me on this, the 22nd day of May, 2018:       166 

Nat Ortiz 167 
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Expert Report of Dr. Miller McCoy  

Miller McCoy, Ph.D.  

522 West 238th Street  

New York, New York 11413  

Miller.McCoy@animalprotectionists.org 

  

I.  BACKGROUND 1 

 2 

Danny Kosack’s legal team retained me on June 13, 2018 to assess the incident that occurred on the set of 3 

Midlands After Dark with Alex Grace on June 29, 2017.  4 

 5 

In the following report, I assess the environmental context of the incident, created by the staff of 6 

Midlands Television Studios (“MTS”) and Danny Kosack on June 29, 2017. For my 36 hours of 7 

examination in this matter, I am being compensated $650 per hour, which is several hundred dollars per 8 

hour higher than the standard hourly rate in the field. However, I like to believe that my clients are getting 9 

the quality work that they pay for. If I am called to testify at trial, I will receive a flat fee of $3,200 as 10 

compensation for my preparation, travel expenses, and time spent in court.  11 

 12 

II.  EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND CREDENTIALS  13 

 14 

I am currently teaching doctoral candidates at Columbia University as a visiting professor of Ethology. 15 

Columbia University is facilitating my continued research into the emotional intelligence and altruistic 16 

tendencies of primates.  17 

 18 

I received my Bachelor of Science in biomedical engineering from The Georgia Institute of Technology 19 

in 2001. In 2004, I received master’s degrees in both Ethology and Zoology from the University of 20 

California, Davis. From June of 2004 to August of 2015, I worked with the University of Oxford’s team 21 

of animal behaviorists in Mahale Mountains National Park in Tanzania. I received my Ph.D. in 22 

Primatology in 2011.  23 

 24 

I am a member of the American Society of Primatologists, the Association of Animal Behavior 25 

Professionals, the International Society of Zoological Sciences, and the founder of United Animal 26 

Protectionists of North America (“UAPNA.”) UAPNA currently associates 300 activists and academics, 27 

pursuing improved welfare for animals.  28 

 29 

I have published 22 articles in scientific, peer-reviewed journals. The articles I have authored that most 30 

closely relate to this case include:   31 

 ● Key Environmental Triggers for Primatologists: Common Stimuli of Startle Reactions in 32 

Chimpanzees. Animal Behavior (2012) (along with R. Gardner and A. McNeil).  33 

 ● Safety Net: An Introduction to Safely Handling Primates. American Journal of Ethology 34 

(2016) (along with R. Bamieh, J. Gupta, and K. McClain).  35 

 ● Monkey See, Monkey Do: The Safety Implications of Training Primates to Perform. Animal 36 

Behavior (2017) (along with C. Matz and F. Piacenti).  37 
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Prior to this case, I have been retained as an expert in a total of six cases. I provided my expert opinion on 38 

four cases involving primates, each time for a civil defendant. For the other two cases, I provided my 39 

expert opinion on cases involving dogs. However, none of these cases went to trial, and I have never 40 

testified as an expert at trial before. I have no specific hands-on experience with the training of primates 41 

or other animals for use on entertainment shows.  42 

 43 

On September 21, 2017, before being retained, I contacted Danny Kosack directly to offer my expertise 44 

as an academic. I had seen news coverage of the incident and was interested in getting a better sense of 45 

what had happened. In addition, I hope that the high-profile nature of this case will lead to more private 46 

consulting work for me in the future—which was a major reason that I agreed to be retained. Kosack did 47 

not return my request for contact until Kosack’s team officially retained me on June 13, 2018.  48 

 49 

III.  MATERIALS REVIEWED AND RELIED UPON  50 

 51 

To prepare this report, I began by reviewing the statements of Jameson Clark and A.J. McLellan, as well 52 

as the depositions of Alex Grace and Danny Kosack.  53 

 54 

Following this review, I inquired about interviewing Danny Kosack, but defense counsel told me that I 55 

could not do so. I would have preferred to speak with Danny to clarify some of the things that Danny said 56 

in the deposition. But I am confident in my conclusions regardless.   57 

 58 

I am familiar with the following exhibits: a blueprint of the Midlands After Dark with Alex Grace set 59 

(Exhibit 1), a photograph of Elias (Exhibit 2), Elias’ biography (Exhibit 3), the autopsy of Chris Villafana 60 

(Exhibit 5), email correspondence (Exhibits 6 through 11), an article on the safe use of live animals in the 61 

entertainment industry (Exhibit 14), and the safety handout provided to MTS staff by Kosack (Exhibit 62 

23).  63 

 64 

Collectively, these materials provided me with sufficient facts and data needed to reach an expert opinion 65 

and are the types of material usually relied upon by experts in my field.  66 

 67 

IV.  ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AND CONTEXT  68 

 69 

When dissecting an animal’s behavior and the behavior’s possible causes, it is critical to look to the 70 

animal’s environment for stimuli that may have encouraged or discouraged particular patterns of action.   71 

To the best of my knowledge, Elias had no history of attacking humans prior to June 29, 2017. But I 72 

could not confirm this with Danny nor did I independently research the issue. If this is true and the 73 

behavior was indeed not part of an established routine, the motivating stimulus or stimuli for Elias’ 74 

actions are likely found in the environment surrounding the incident. Elias may have attacked Chris 75 

Villafana not because Villafana directly contributed to the stimulus or stimuli, but rather may have been 76 

the target of misdirected aggression caused by the stimulus or stimuli.   77 

 78 

I analyzed the safety handout provided by Danny Kosack to MTS staff as well as the MTS staff witness 79 

statements to investigate possible environmental causes for the attack.  80 
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  1. Regarding “Safety Guidelines for Elias and Danny Kosack’s Upcoming Visit”  81 

The guidelines provided by Danny Kosack are similar to many wild animal safety handouts I 82 

have seen in sanctuaries and on reserves. Many of the following are considered to be universal 83 

triggers for chimpanzee startle reactions. I consider whether each item may have triggered Elias’ 84 

behavior below:  85 

• Item 1: Presence of other animals. When deposed, Alex Grace specifically mentions a 86 

cat wandering through the studio. Jameson Clark mentioned owning two cats in their 87 

statement. The presence of cat hair cannot be ruled out as a contributing factor to Elias’ 88 

behavior. But I have not seen any specific evidence that Elias observed any cats or was 89 

provoked by their presence.  90 

 91 

• Item 2: The smell of food. Numerous references to chicken are made in MTS staff 92 

statements. The smell of food cannot be ruled out as a contributing factor to Elias’ 93 

behavior. But I saw no specific evidence that Elias smelled any food or reacted to it.  94 

 95 

• Item 3: Quiet place for Elias to rest. Elias was provided with a quiet dressing room. 96 

This factor can be ruled out. 97 

 98 

• Item 4: Time to acclimate. A chimpanzee should be left to explore a space for no less 99 

than sixty minutes. Elias does not appear to have been acclimated to the space, but it is 100 

unclear who made this decision. Unfamiliarity with the space cannot be ruled out as a 101 

contributing factor to Elias’ behavior. 102 

 103 

• Item 5: Eye contact and facial expressions. It is unclear if this occurred. If it did, it 104 

would likely have contributed to Elias’ behavior. 105 

 106 

• Item 6: Loud noises and sudden movement. No reports of this exist prior to the 107 

incident, but panic after the initial contact between Elias and Villafana may have 108 

worsened the incident.  109 

 110 

• Item 7: Physical touch of trainer. Witness statements indicated no one ever touched 111 

Kosack. However, Kosack’s substantial distance from Elias at the time of the attack 112 

cannot be ruled out as a contributing factor to Elias’ behavior. Elias may have become 113 

nervous by the distance and attacked Villafana as a result.  114 

 115 

• Item 8: Fingers in cage. There is no evidence of anyone putting their fingers in Elias’ 116 

cage. This can be reasonably ruled out as a cause of Elias’ behavior.  117 

 118 

• Item 9: Fresh water. This item is miscellaneous and should be categorized as a 119 

preference. It does not speak to safety.  120 

 121 

• Item 10: Stage lighting. According to the materials I reviewed, no attempt was made to 122 

dim the lights for the pre-show rehearsal. Unless Elias had an aversion to light Danny 123 
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Kosack did not inform me of, this does not concern me. Chimpanzees are exposed to 124 

tremendous sunlight in the wild. Stage lighting should not have upset Elias.  125 

 126 

• Item 11: Touch of collar or harness. There is no evidence of anyone touching Elias’ 127 

collar and harness other than Danny Kosack. This can be reasonably ruled out as a cause 128 

of Elias’ behavior.  129 

 130 

• Item 12: Sanitize your hands before and after. This can be ruled out as a cause of 131 

Elias’ behavior.  132 

 133 

• Item 13: Encouraging anger or distress. I saw no specific evidence that this occurred 134 

but cannot rule it out. If it did, it would likely have contributed to Elias’ behavior.  135 

 136 

• Item 14: Awareness of exits. I have no opinion on this matter. 137 

 138 

• Item 15: Present persons’ awareness of safety guidelines. I have no opinion on this 139 

matter.  140 

 141 

2. Findings on external stimuli  142 

I cannot conclude which stimulus was or stimuli were responsible for Elias’ behavior. However, 143 

it is my professional opinion to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty that Elias’ attack of 144 

Chris Villafana was the result of Elias experiencing the startle reaction following an 145 

environmental stimulus or stimuli.  146 

  147 

Given the thorough nature of these guidelines and no mention of another major environmental 148 

event or observation by witnesses, it is my opinion that the environmental stimulus or stimuli that 149 

caused Elias’ behavior was likely the result of an unfollowed or iignored guideline by MTS.  150 

 151 

V.  CONCLUSION   152 

 153 

Danny Kosack’s decision to bring Elias to Midlands After Dark on June 29, 2017 was reasonable. Elias’ 154 

track record of successful performances as well as Elias’ general demeanor as described by Kosack in no 155 

way indicated he was likely to attack a human.  156 

 157 

In my professional opinion, the cause of Elias’ attack was likely introduced by environmental stimulus or 158 

stimuli. Based on my review of the safety handout provided to MTS employees, the startle reaction 159 

experienced by Elias likely would have been experienced by any chimpanzee. I do not believe that Danny 160 

Kosack was responsible for the attack. 161 

 162 

Signed:  163 

Dr. Miller McCoy  164 


